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About This Game

Play ultra realistic tennis in the virtual world!
Experience playing tennis against increasing difficulty AI to beat the best of the best. Learn new skills and become a master of

your own.
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Title: TennisVR
Genre: Sports
Developer:
AbstractGameStudio
Publisher:
AbstractGameStudio
Release Date: 19 Apr, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel® i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space
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This is ridiculous. What a poor quality. Has nothing to do with realistic tennis physics. Wouldn't waste more time if it were
free.. are the developers of this game serious...? this 'game' is absolutely terrible. its a bare shell in terms of content & they
claim to use 'newtonian physics' (lol) yet whenever you try and hit a proper forehand or backhand or even a proper serve the ball
barely makes it to the net. i wouldnt even say this game has potential. there are a couple far better simulators already out there
with FAAAAAAR better physics than this. it is literally just a glorified pong game and i have never refunded a purchase so
quickly in my life.. The game has alot of potential, this game requires practice to become better and better over 2 hours I have
managed to beat amature and aim to beat sem-pro soon. Freeplay is good for practice with best of 3\/5 being the most fun as
long as this game gets continuious development it could be the best tennis game out there for now its good fun for \u00a35. The
game has alot of potential, this game requires practice to become better and better over 2 hours I have managed to beat amature
and aim to beat sem-pro soon. Freeplay is good for practice with best of 3\/5 being the most fun as long as this game gets
continuious development it could be the best tennis game out there for now its good fun for \u00a35. Needs a lot of work.
Refunded.. the tracking is terrible. the hit detection is VERY poor. Do not buy this.. the tracking is terrible. the hit detection is
VERY poor. Do not buy this.. are the developers of this game serious...? this 'game' is absolutely terrible. its a bare shell in
terms of content & they claim to use 'newtonian physics' (lol) yet whenever you try and hit a proper forehand or backhand or
even a proper serve the ball barely makes it to the net. i wouldnt even say this game has potential. there are a couple far better
simulators already out there with FAAAAAAR better physics than this. it is literally just a glorified pong game and i have never
refunded a purchase so quickly in my life.. Needs a lot of work. Refunded.
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